Andrea Putting
Awakening the Soul of Business
Inspiring Leaders, who grow teams,
that change the world
Awakened Stealth Leadership – Visionary Teamship
Ultimate Impact

Andrea’s presentations will serve the mind, inspire the soul and touch the heart, inspiring
your people to connect with the emerging greatness within and discover the passion to move into action.

Andrea has been the business owner who lost her
passion, the disengaged employee and the collateral
damage of the family who is waiting on the side-line
for the crumbs of time and energy to be scattered,
because work has to come first.

Awakened Stealth Leadership
Growing People and Organisations
Cultivate leadership that is attuned, aware
and right for our times.

 Understand your Ultimate Impact to
As an Author, Speaker and Business Soul Mentor, with
focus your commitment
over 30 years’ experience in leadership in business,
 Uncover the power of visionary teamship
and unified visions
community and church, Andrea has gained great
 Learn how Brew Sessions unlock the key
insights into what engages individuals and teams and
to cooperation, community and
how to take them to their highest future potential.
collaboration.
Combining together her natural Business aptitude,
Naturopathic qualifications and experience
as a Pastor, Andrea has developed a
Beyond the Why
wholistic approach to business and The Social Mission Revolution
success. Her work takes leaders
True success comes from doing
and their teams on a soulful
something that comes from the heart.
journey “Beyond the Why”
Is it time for your business to join the
where people connect to the
Social Mission revolution?
purpose and passion that
 Uncover your Beyond the Why
inspires unstoppable action
 Connect with how your personal
Ultimate Impact
and unleashes their Ultimate
 Learn how having a legacy you
Impact on the world.
can be proud can change your life,
your business and the world.

Andrea is the founder of

Chocolate and Coffee Day for
Religious Harmony.
She offers talks and community
events on “Unity in Diversity.
Breaking down barriers to build
communities of joy, hope, love and
peace with the simple pleasures
of life.”

Awakened Stealth Leadership
A Soulful Approach to Growing
People and Organisations

“The Seven Star Model of
Awakened Stealth Leadership
enshrined in this book is a real
gamechanger
in the corporate world.”
S S Grewal, Managing Director
Power Spack, Noida (India)

